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Relational Aesthetics of Urban Culture 

 
Introduced by N. Bourriaud (2002) the concept of relational aesthetics has won            

popularity for the freshness it brought into the concept of what art is and should be: from this                  
standpoint the main focus of art is human relations and the contexts in which they evolve.                
This established a grip foundation for artistic practices to target social, cultural, and             
environmental issues. At this round table (special session) we will try to conceptualize             
relational aesthetics as an engine, which drives urban culture. We would like to speak of art                
which develops alongside the tradition of relational aesthetics: dialogic art, outlined by G.             
Kester (2004); socially oriented public art, reflected by S. Lacy (1995);           
art-in-the-public-interest and site-specific art, depicted by M. Kwon (2002; 2004); community           
arts, described by A. Goldbard (2006); P. De Bruyne and P. Gielen (2011); participatory art,               
critically portrayed by C. Bishop (2012); and other related ones. Basic features of these              
kinds of art are: prevalence of the process over the product, interactiveness, social             
involvement, contextuality, focus on social and urban issues, deterritorialization and          
alternative institutionalization. We would like to discuss relational artistic and cultural projects            
carried out in urban scenography and their potential to generate novel, alternative, or even              
revolutionary images, subjects, practices, and settings in the city. Socially engaging artistic            
practices are nowadays reflected as complementary to traditional spatial planning          
approaches and praised for their unique strengths to engage citizens into urban activities,             
increase sensibility towards the memory of the space, create emotional attachment to the             
space, etc. How and why relational projects energize urban culture and what are the wins               
and losses in this process are the basic questions of the round table.  

 
Areas of presentations: 07 RN02, 10 RN02, 05 RN02 
Keywords: urban culture, urban arts, relational aesthetics, community arts, socially engaged 
arts, public participation 
 
Moderator  
Aleksandra Nenko, PhD, associate professor at the Institute for Design and Urban Studies             
ITMO University, project coordinator at Centre for German and European Studies (St.            
Petersburg State University - University of Bielefeld). Email: al.nenko@gmail.com. 
 
Publication 
Selected papers will be invited for publishing in a collective monograph preliminary            
confirmed for publication in Springer.  
 
Submission 
Kindly read general CfP at the conference website www.um.edu.mt/events/10midconf2018         
and submit your abstract here www.um.edu.mt/events/10midconf2018/abstractform. 
Tick ‘open session’ in the field “Conference theme’ (so that we know that your abstract goes                
for this Round table). Please, CC your abstract to al.nenko@gmail.com. Deadline: February            
15, 2018. 
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